Zone of Soil Loosening with Cultivator Sweeps
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Abstract. Cultivator sweeps are placed remotely relative to each other or as parts of combined working tools with spherical discs, chisels and other parts, so the propagation of a zone of soil deformation during their operation at different depths and at different speeds is studied by designers for the calculation of technological runs in order to avoid their clogging with soil. (Research purpose) To determine the dependence of the width of the soil loosening zone with a cultivator sweep on the depth of travel and the speed of travel. (Materials and methods) Studies have been conducted on a stubble soil background after harvesting of winter wheat. Humidity and hardness of soil at a depth of 0 to 30 centimeters varied accordingly from 9 to 13 percent and from 0.28 to 0.87 MPa. The structure of the unit has been represented by the tractor MTZ Belarus 1221.2 and the cultivator KRN-5.6. Each section of the cultivator housed a universal sweep with a design working width of 220 mm. (Results and discussion) It has been found that a sweep forms a loosened strip and a strip of soil scattering, the width of which depends linearly on the tillage depth ranging from 10 to 22 cm and varies in the range from 31 to 42 and 38 to 58 cm, respectively. The unit travel speed ranging from 3 to 13 km/h does not affect the width of the loosening zone, and the zone of soil scattering increases according to the law of a weakly expressed quadratic parabola. The authors present empirical dependences of the width of the loosening and scattering zones on the tillage depth, the travel speed and the sweep width. (Conclusions) It has been found that the interval between the sweeps in one row should not be less than the specified width of the loosening zone, which has been confirmed as exemplified by a successful arrangement of working elements with a width of 410 mm on the combined units of the RVK series. Combined tools work with high technological reliability for sunflower stubble, without being clogged with soil and plant residues during the main field operations performed according to the minimal impact technology.
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with the soil and the normal stress in the sweep construction are, and this contributes to an increase in the range of soil movement [8].

**Research purpose.** Experimental study of the width of the soil loosening zone tilled with a cultivator sweep with a change in the tillage depth and the travel speed.

**Materials and methods.** Experiments have been carried out on one of the farms in the Voronezh Region on a stern background after harvesting of winter wheat. Humidity and hardness of the soil at a depth of 0 to 30 cm varied accordingly from 9 to 13% and from 0.28 to 0.87 MPa. The unit composition was the tractor MTZ Belarus 1221.2 and the cultivator KRN-5,6. Each section of the cultivator was equipped with one pointed universal sweep with a working width of 220 mm. In a field section of 50 × 50 m the unit performed operating runs with the preset tillage depth. The time was measured with a stopwatch, the actual tillage depth and the width of the loosened strips - with metal rulers. During the data processing, average values of the measurement results for all sections of the cultivator were calculated.

**Results and discussion.** It has been visually established that the sweep wedges out the soil layer into two streams as a result of the deforming effect of a working tool shin. The loosened parts of the formation are displaced in both directions from the sweep axis. Some amount of the soil rises to the front of the rack, then slides off it and is thrown aside. As a result of this action, a groove is formed behind the sweep stand, the dimensions of which increase with the speed and the tillage depth. At a unit travel speed of 10 km/h or more and a tillage depth of 6-8 cm, the furrow bottom is bare.

The results of measurements of the width of the tilled strip have shown that the loosening zone and the soil dispersion zone should be distinguished. Dispersion is always wider than loosening, and if we take it into account when arranging the working tools on the frame, we may get flaws in the process of the soil tillage. The relationship between the loosening zone width and the tillage depth has been determined at a speed of the unit of 9-10 km/h. This relationship has turned out to be a linear dependence (Fig. 1), it can be approximated by the expression:

$$b_{\text{рых}} = b_{\text{кон}} + 0.91a,$$

where $b_{\text{рых}}$ is the width of the loosening zone, cm;

$b_{\text{кон}}$ - design width of the sweep, cm;

$a$ is the tillage depth, cm.

The dependence of the dispersion zone width on the tillage depth is also linear:

$$b_{\text{разб}} = b_{\text{кон}} + 1.65a,$$

where $b_{\text{разб}}$ is the width of the spreading zone, cm;

The influences of travel speed on the loosening zone width at a tillage depth of 12 cm has not been revealed (Fig. 2). The width of the loosened strip remained within 33-35 cm, there are no trends to change it. As for the width of the soil dispersion band, its dependence on the travel speed can be approximated by a parabola:

$$b_{\text{разб}} = b_{\text{кон}} + 15.65 + 0.056V,$$

where $V$ is the unit travel speed, km/h.

The resulting empirical relationships were applied in the design of cultivators-levelers RVK-6, RVK-4, RVK-3. Their production was implemented by joint efforts of Voronezh State Agrarian University and machine-building small enterprises «Aqua-Svar» and «VSZ-Holding», established on the basis of the Voronezh machine-tool plant (Fig. 3).

These are trailed combination tools with different working widths for attaching to tractors of traction classes from 1.4 to 5. They are designed for minimal
tillage instead of plowing. The working tools are two rows of spherical cutters with a diameter of 660 mm and an individual frame attachment system, two rows of pointed cultivator sweeps 410 mm wide, a double supporting roller equipped with flat discs, and a rod bar for final leveling of the soil surface. Individual fastening of disks instead of the battery one reduces the longitudinal size of the implement, especially when setting large approach angles. In places where the outer disks are turned with the concave part outward, at a high travel speed, the soil is thrown far aside, so that special screens are mounted on the frame to reflect the dispersing soil inside the operating width. The set of working tools on this combined implement ensures its reliable operation on any soil background. It does not require primary tillage (stubble cleaning) and can prepare the soil from the stubble background in one operating run to the full readiness state for sowing winter crops. The maximum tillage depth is up to 20-22 cm. The advantages of combined cultivators equipped with spherical discs and sweeps are manifested in the reduction of energy consumption and good leveling of the soil surface [10].

It is a common fact that disk tools form a wavy bottom of the furrow. Given the diameter of discs is 660 mm, with a two-row arrangement at intervals of 500 mm in each row, a depth of 20 cm and an approach angle of 25°, the height of residual ridges at the furrow bottom is 18 cm. For leveling the furrow bottom, the cultivator sweeps and disks are adjusted to the same tillage depth.

The width of a loosening zone tilled with the cultivator sweep is 59 cm in accordance with the expression (1). As for the width of the dispersion zone, according to expression (3) it is 65 cm, and taking account of expression (2) it can reach 80 cm. Therefore, when designing the sweeps arrangement, the distance between them in one row was assumed equal to 800 mm (Fig. 4). With a 410 mm operating width, the soil is completely cut with minimal overlapping of cutting zones, only 0.5 cm, but this is sufficient given the additional effect of the discs.

The longitudinal distance between the rows of sweeps depends on the calculated speed of motion. To avoid overlapping deformation zones, the soil raised up by the front row should have time to return to the field surface before the approaching of the rear row of sweeps. The vertical speed of soil tossing with a sweep can be calculated from the expression:

$$V_{sep} = Vtg\alpha, \text{ m/s},$$

where $V$ – the unit travel speed, m/s;

$\alpha$ is the sweep lifting angle, for universal sweeps $\alpha = 18^\circ$.

The tossed soil is up in the air for:

$$t = \frac{V_{sep}}{g}$$

where $g$ is the acceleration caused by gravity, m/s$^2$.

Of all the variants of standard cultivator sweeps, the widest widths have been chosen to be as wide as possible in order to avoid the stocking of racks. If on the field there are residues of long-stemmed crops, numerous racks work like a rake, accumulating surviving stalks.

At the estimated speed of the unit travel $V = 3.33$ m/s, the initial sped of tossed soil is $V = 1.07$ m/s, the tossing time $t = 0.22$ s, the minimum distance between the sweep rows is $L = Vt = 0.71$ m. This distance is also provided between rows of cultivator sweeps in a series of cultivators-levelers of the RVK type. Such a design allows to avoid clogging with soil and plant residues, even over untouched sunflower stubble, and prepare the soil for sowing grain in one operating run (Fig. 5).

**CONCLUSIONS.** The width of the soil loosening zone tilled with a universal cultivator sweep linearly depends on the tillage depth ranging from 10 to 22 cm and varies from 31 to 42 cm at the same tillage depths. The unit travel...
speed varying from 3 to 13 km/h has no effect on the loosening zone width, and the zone of soil dispersion increases according to the law of a weakly expressed quadratic parabola.

When the cultivator sweeps are placed on the implement frame, the interval between them in one row should be designed to be greater than or equal to the width of the soil dispersion zone (if possible), and necessarily larger than the loosening width determined from the given graphs. The soil dispersion forms a smaller thickness of soil layers, which does not clog technological passages between the sweeps.

A series of unified trailed combination RVK cultivators-levelers with different operating widths designed according to the results of the given calculations, operates with a full coefficient of technological reliability, without clogging with soil and plant residues during the main tillage operations of the minimal impact technology.
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